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ABSTRACT

The 2015 ParisAgreement proposed targets to limit global-mean surface temperature (GMST) risewell below

28C relative to preindustrial level by 2100, requiring a cease in the radiative forcing (RF) increase in the near

future. In response to changingRF, the deep ocean responds slowly (ocean slow response), in contrast to the fast

ocean mixed layer adjustment. The role of the ocean slow response under low warming targets is investigated

using representative concentration pathway (RCP) 2.6 simulations from phase 5 of the Coupled Model In-

tercomparison Project. In RCP2.6, the deep ocean continues to warm while RF decreases after reaching a peak.

The deep oceanwarming helps to shape the trajectories ofGMST and fuels persistent thermosteric sea level rise.

A diagnostic method is used to decompose further changes after the RF peak into a slow warming component

under constant peak RF and a cooling component due to the decreasing RF. Specifically, the slow warming

component amounts to 0.28C (0.68C) by 2100 (2300), raising the hurdle for achieving the low warming targets.

WhenRF declines, the deep oceanwarming takes place in all basins but is the most pronounced in the Southern

Ocean and Atlantic Ocean where surface heat uptake is the largest. The climatology and change of meridional

overturning circulation are both important for the deep ocean warming. To keep the GMST rise at a low level,

substantial decrease in RF is required to offset the warming effect from the ocean slow response.

1. Introduction

Recent studies reveal that global-mean surface tem-

perature (GMST) has risen more than 18C relative

to preindustrial level (Blunden and Arndt 2017; Xie

and Kosaka 2017), causing significant climate impacts

(Church and White 2011; Blunden and Arndt 2017;

Cheng et al. 2019). Additional increase in GMST would

intensify the risk of sea level rise, increase extreme event

occurrences, and cause irreversible damages on ecosys-

tem (Schaeffer et al. 2012; Schleussner et al. 2017; Li

et al. 2018). To avoid dangerous climate change, the 28C
warming level is suggested as the threshold for GMST

rise (Mann 2009). The 2015 Paris Agreement further

proposed amore ambitious target of keepingGMST rise

well below 28C and as low as 1.58C by 2100 relative to

preindustrial level. These warming goals are much lower

than projections from climate models under emission

scenarios with moderate or no mitigation efforts (van

Vuuren et al. 2011; IPCC 2013).

The low warming targets generate heated debates

on carbon emissions control policy, possible emission
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pathways to achieve them (Sanderson et al. 2016; Xu

and Ramanathan 2017), and the climate impacts under

such conditions (Li et al. 2018; Palter et al. 2018; IPCC

2018). Previous studies show that to achieve the 28 or
1.58C warming level, a steep reduction in carbon emis-

sions needs to be implemented as soon as possible. To

fully achieve that goal, zero or even negative carbon

emissions are required, whichmay result in a decrease in

atmospheric greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations and

hence radiative forcing (RF) in the near future (Rogelj

et al. 2013; Sanderson et al. 2017). Given the importance

of ocean in mediating regional climate change under

global warming (Manabe and Stouffer 2007; Rhein et al.

2013; Xie et al. 2015), it is natural to ask how climate will

respond under such low warming targets and what is the

role of ocean response in shaping future climate changes,

especially when RF gradually decreases.

In response to changing RF, the ocean mixed layer

adjusts quickly (ocean fast response) but the deep ocean

responds slowly (ocean slow response) due to its huge

heat capacity and the slow ocean circulation and mixing

(Held et al. 2010). The ocean fast response dominates

GMST change when RF increases, but the percentage

contribution from ocean slow response is expected to

increase when the increase in RF ceases based on a one-

dimensional two-box model (Long et al. 2018). The ef-

fect of the deep ocean slow warming on GMST and

global-mean sea level persists for centuries after the

cease of anthropogenic carbon emissions (Fro ̈licher
et al. 2014; Zickfeld et al. 2017).While the importance of

ocean slow response is suggested previously (Manabe

et al. 1990; Held et al. 2010; Chadwick et al. 2013; Long

et al. 2014), its effect on global and regional climate

when the increase in RF is ceased has not been sys-

tematically studied.

Representative concentration pathways (RCPs) 2.6

and 4.5 both feature an end in RF increase before 2100.

Using simulations from phase 5 of the Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) (Taylor et al. 2012),

the present study investigates the role of ocean slow

response in changes under decreased RF in RCP2.6 that

is in line with the low warming targets. We show that in

RCP2.6, the persistent deep ocean warming with de-

creasing RF mainly results from ocean slow response

with constant peak RF. This deep layer warming

is a robust feature across basins that would strongly in-

fluence surface climate system. The slow warming

component resulting from the ocean slow response

contributes in important ways to global and regional

changes in surface temperature, sea level, and ocean

heat content (OHC) after the RF peak in RCP2.6. It also

contributes a sizeable GMST rise, which is important for

achieving the low warming targets. Ocean dynamics

causes substantial regional difference in the penetra-

tion depth of ocean warming. Indeed, the deep ocean

warming is the most prominent in the Southern Ocean

and North Atlantic, a result of the active ocean heat

uptake (OHU) and significant heat redistribution. Fur-

thermore, the atmosphere persistentlywarms the Southern

Ocean andNorthAtlantic despite theRF decrease,mainly

because the air–sea warming contrasts remain positive

there through 2300. We further explore the processes as-

sociated with the meridional overturning circulation

(MOC) that are for the deep ocean warming.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

describes the methods and data from CMIP5 models.

Section 3 shows global-mean responses in RCP2.6

and contributions from different components. Section 4

investigates patterns of surface warming and OHC

change in RCP2.6. Section 5 discusses oceanic processes

associated with the deep ocean warming. Section 6 is a

summary with discussion.

2. Data and methods

a. Data

Monthly outputs of historical (1850–2005), RCP2.6

(2006–2100), and RCP4.5 (2006–2100) runs from 24

CMIP5 models are analyzed. Among the 24 models,

extended simulations to 2299 or 2300 are available in 9

(14) models in RCP2.6 (RCP4.5) (Table 1). Particularly,

eight models have the extension runs from both RCP2.6

and RCP4.5. This facilitates the multimodel analyses of

long-term ocean slow response and its effect on the cli-

mate system. Near-surface (nominally at 2m) air tem-

perature (tas), surface temperature (ts; also called

‘‘skin’’ temperature, i.e., SST for open ocean), pre-

cipitation (pr), surface wind stress (tauu and tauv),

seawater potential temperature (PT), seawater potential

density (PD), and seawater velocity (vo) are used in this

study. All atmospheric and oceanic variables are re-

spectively interpolated onto common grids of 2.58
latitude 3 2.58 longitude and 18 latitude 3 18 longitude
for easy comparison. The first member (r1i1p1) of each

model is analyzed.

The Eulerian-mean meridional overturning circula-

tion (MOC) is estimated by calculating the meridional

overturning streamfunction based on monthly meridio-

nal velocity field (Liu et al. 2018). The Atlantic MOC

(AMOC) index is defined as the maximum value of

MOC at 408N. OHU is measured by time-integrated

surface heat flux into ocean referenced to preindustrial

(1850–99) level, while OHC is calculated by vertically

integrating the ocean temperature. Ocean heat storage

(OHS) of a specific region refers to the area-weighted

vertically integrated OHC.
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InRCP2.6,RF reaches a peak of 3.0Wm22 around 2045

and then decreases to 2.6Wm22 at 2100 and 1.6Wm22 by

2300 (Taylor et al. 2012). In RCP4.5, RF increases quickly

to a value very close to 4.5Wm22 around 2070 and then

holds constant. As discussed in a previous study (Long

et al. 2014), further changes after the RF stabilization are

due to ocean slow response. In this study, the year when

RF transitions from increase to decrease or stabilization is

called ‘‘theRF inflection point,’’ while change after theRF

peak in RCP2.6 is called ‘‘post-RF peak change.’’

We first estimate the temperature change DT around

the RF inflection point as the differences between time

means of 2040–60 (2060–80) and 1850–99 in RCP2.6

(RCP4.5). The center of the period (2050) in RCP2.6 is

chosen to lead the RF inflection point (2045) by 5 years

because the time scale for the ocean fast response is

TABLE 1. Names and expansions of 24 CMIP5 coupled models used in this study. The last year (2299 or 2300) of the models with RCP

extensions is listed.

Model name Expansion RCP2.6 RCP4.5

BCC-CSM1.1 Beijing Climate Center (BCC), Climate System

Model (CSM), version 1.1

2300 2300

BCC-CSM1.1 (m) BCC-CSM1.1, medium resolution

BNU-ESM Beijing Normal University–Earth System Model

CanESM2 Second Generation Canadian Earth System

Model

2300 2300

CCSM4 Community Climate System Model (CCSM),

version 4

2300 2300

CESM1-CAM5 CESM1 using Community Atmosphere Model,

version 5

2300 2300

CNRM-CM5 Centre National de RecherchesMétéorologiques
Coupled Global Climate Model, version 5

2300

CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial

Research Organization (CSIRO), Mk3.0

Model

2300

GFDL CM3 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

Climate Model (GFDL), version 3

2300

GFDL-ESM2G GFDL Earth System Model with Generalized

Ocean Layer Dynamics component

GFDL-ESM2M GFDLEarth SystemModel withModularOcean

Model, version 4 component

GISS-E2-R NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies,

ModelE

2300 2300

HadGEM2-AO Hadley Centre Global Environment Model,

version 2 Atmosphere–Ocean

HadGEM2-ES Hadley Centre Global Environment Model,

version 2–Earth System

2299 2299

IPSL-CM5A-LR L’Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace (IPSL) Coupled

Model, version 5A, coupled with NEMO, low

resolution

2300 2300

IPSL-CM5A-MR IPSL Coupled Model, version 5A, coupled with

NEMO, mid resolution

2300

MIROC-ESM Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate

(MIROC), Earth System Model (ESM)

2300

MIROC-ESM-CHEM MIROC-ESM Chemistry Coupled Model

MIROC5 MIROC, version 5 2300

MPI-ESM-LR Max Planck Institute Earth SystemModel (MPI-

ESM), low resolution

2300 2300

MPI-ESM-MR MPI-ESM, medium resolution

MRI-CGCM3 Meteorological Research Institute Coupled

Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation

Model, version 3

NorESM1-M Norwegian Climate Centre Earth SystemModel,

version 1 (medium resolution)

2300

NorESM1-ME Norwegian Climate Centre Earth SystemModel,

version 1E (medium resolution with capability

to be fully emission driven)
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3–5 years (Held et al. 2010). In RCP4.5, RF displays

rather small variations in the 5 years before 2070, so we

just center the period in RCP4.5 at 2070. The further

changes after the RF inflection denoted by a prime DT0,
are calculated by the 21-yr mean at the end of each

century (2080–2100, 2180–2200, 2280–2300) minus the

2040–60 (2060–80) mean in RCP2.6 (RCP4.5).

b. The two-box model

Global-mean surface temperature change can be un-

derstood based on a simple two-boxmodel for the ocean

mixed layer and deep ocean (Gregory 2000; Held et al.

2010):

c
m

›T

›t
5Q2 «

a
T2 «

o
(T2T

D
) , (1)

c
d

›T
D

›t
5 «

o
(T2T

D
) . (2)

Here, T is the global-mean surface temperature change,

TD is deep ocean temperature change, Q is the external

radiative forcing, «a is the radiative damping rate, and «o
is the mixing coefficient between the ocean mixed

layer and deep ocean; also, cm 5 6.17Wyrm22K21and

cd 5 370.05Wyrm22K21 are the heat capacity of an

ocean mixed layer and a deep ocean with depths of 50 m

and 3000 m, respectively. We set «a 5 0.85Wm22K21

and «o 5 0.65Wm22K21 to keep the two-box model-

simulated GMST change (red lines in Figs. 1c,d) under

idealized RCP2.6-like and RCP4.5-like scenarios (red

lines in Figs. 1a,b) close to that in CMIP5 models (black

lines in Figs. 1c,d). Discrepancies between the CMIP5

model results and the two-box model may mainly due to

the time dependence of «a and «o (Williams et al. 2008;

Held et al. 2010; Winton et al. 2010; Geoffroy et al.

2013a,b). Here we utilize this simple two-box model and

idealized scenarios to gain conceptual understanding

rather than to conduct a quantitative analysis of the two-

box model’s behavior as in Geoffroy et al. (2013a,b).

For slowly varying RF, the ocean mixed layer is in

quasi-equilibrium [the left-hand side of Eq. (1) is neg-

ligible] (Held et al. 2010; Long et al. 2014):

05Q2 «
a
T2 «

o
(T2T

D
) . (3)

In a low warming scenario like RCP2.6 (Fig. 1a), when

RF increases, TD is relatively small at the early stage

(Fig. 1c, red dashed line), and the first-order approxi-

mation of Eq. (3) is

T
0
5

Q(t)

«
a
1 «

o

. (4)

It is a result of the ocean mixed layer fast adjustment

under external RF, defined as ocean fast response

FIG. 1. RF in RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 (black lines) and in idealized scenarios: (a) RCP2.6-like scenario (red line),

constant peak-RF scenario (RFp; blue line), and negative RF scenario (RFn; green line); and (b) RCP4.5-like

scenario. GMST change (black line) and 0–3000-m ocean temperature change (black dashed line) in (c) RCP2.6

and (d) RCP4.5 and global-mean surface temperature (solid color lines) and deep ocean temperature change

(dashed color lines) in idealized scenarios.
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[Tf [ Q(t)/(«a 1 «o)]. As the deep ocean gradually

warms, especially when RF decreases, TD is not negli-

gible, and the correction to T from the deep ocean

warming is

T
1
5

«
o
T
D
(t)

«
a
1 «

o

. (5)

Wedefine it as ocean slow response [Ts[ «oTD(t)/(«a1 «o);

blue line in Fig. 2a]. The full response of T can thus be

written as

T5
Q(t)

«
a
1 «

o

1
«
o
T

D
(t)

«
a
1 «

o

. (6)

It is the sum of the fast and slow components at any

given time t. Specifically, the heat absorbed by the ocean

is the TOA RF minus the heat emitted by the warming

atmosphere (N 5 Q 2 «aT; blue line in Fig. 2d).

Therefore, N is positive before the full equilibrium

state (T 5 TD 5 Q/«a) of the two-box model is

achieved. The accumulated ocean heat uptake is the

time integral of the net surface heat into the ocean�
OHU5

Ð t
0
Ndt

�
. As a result, despite RF decreases af-

ter the peak, OHU continually increases because the

full equilibrium has not reached by 2300 (red and green

line in Fig. 2b).

c. Diagnostic method to separate the warming and
cooling components in RCP2.6

To understand the response in RCP2.6, we can esti-

mate the further change in T (denoted as T0) after the
RF peak time tp as

T 0 5
Q0(t)
«
a
1 «

o

1
«
o
T

0
D(t)

«
a
1 «

o

. (7)

Here T0 5 T(t) 2 T(tp), Q
0 5 Q(t) 2 Q(tp). It can be

viewed as the combination of the results under two

scenarios: one with constant peak RF (denoted as RFp;

blue line in Fig. 1a), and one forced by negative RF, that

is, deviation from the peak RF (denoted as RFn; green

line in Fig. 1a). The results under these two scenarios

(blue and green lines in Fig. 1c) can be linearly added to

well reproduce the total response (red line in Fig. 1c).

The reason to do such scenario decomposition is be-

cause the RFp scenario displays the effect of peak RF,

which relates to the largest amount of accumulated an-

thropogenic GHG concentration, while the RFn sce-

nario gives us information about the consequences of

FIG. 2. Diagrams for (a) time-varying GMST change and its subcomponents from ocean fast (red line) and slow

responses (blue line) under the low warming scenario where RF (dashed light blue line) first increases and then

decreases, and (b) surface heat absorbed by ocean {N5Q2 «aT5 [«o/(«a 1 «o)](Q2 «aTD); blue line} and ocean

heat uptake (OHU5
Ð t
0
N dt; red line). (c) Subcomponents of further change in T, with Tpf and Tps (red lines),

respectively, for fast and slow components under the constant peak RF scenario (RFp) and Tnf and Tns for fast and

slow components under negative RF scenario (RFn). (d) Tpf and Tps in RFp scenario and the results scaled by

GMST ratio from RCP4.5-like scenario. Because there is a time lag in the RF inflection point between RFp and

RCP4.5-like scenarios, we shift the scaled time series (dashed lines) backward to fix the inflection points of the two

scenarios at the same location for better comparison.
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negative carbon emission action. Furthermore, the RFp

scenario is similar to theRCP4.5 scenario in CMIP5, and

we can understand climate response under low warming

scenario like RCP2.6 by comparing with the results from

RCP4.5.

Given that the change of the fast component under

constant RF (Tpf) is zero (Fig. 2c), Eq. (7) can be further

written as

T 0 5
Q0(t)
«
a
1 «

o

1
«
o
Tn

D
(t)

«
a
1 «

o

1
«
o
Tp

D
(t)

«
a
1 «

o

. (8)

Here TnD and TpD respectively denote deep ocean

temperature change under RFn and RFp scenario and

T 0
D 5TnD 1TpD (Fig. 1c). The first and second terms on

the right-hand side of the equation are, respectively, the

fast and slow component in response to the negative RF

[Tnf 5 Q0(t)/(«a 1 «o), Tns 5 «oTnD(t)/(«a 1 «o)], and

the third term is the slow component forced by constant

peak RF [Tps 5 «oTpD(t)/(«a 1 «o)]. For t . tp, Tnf and

Tns decrease surface temperature (denoted as the

cooling component) while Tps increases surface tem-

perature (denoted as the slow warming component).

Post-RF peak change T0 can be deemed as a sum of the

cooling component due to negative RF and the warming

component due to ocean slow response with constant

peak RF.

The RFp scenario is similar to the RCP4.5 scenario,

indicating that we can separate the cooling and warming

components of the post-RF peak change in RCP2.6 by

utilizing results from RCP4.5. When RF increases, TD

falls far behind T (Fig. 1c) and Eqs. (2) and (6) can

be respectively approximated as ›TD/›t ’ «oT and

T ’ Q(t)/(«a 1 «o). At the RF inflection point, the

magnitudes of Tf, T, and TD are all nearly linear to T,

which further determines the magnitude of ocean slow

response with constant RF. Therefore, we can scale re-

sults in RCP4.5 scenario by GMST change at the RF

inflection point to infer the slow warming component in

RCP2.6. Indeed, when scaled by the ratio between T(tp)

in two scenarios, results from RCP4.5-like scenario

after the RF inflection point (Fig. 2d, dashed lines)

compare well with those directly from RFp scenario

(Fig. 2d, solid lines), confirming the validity of this

decomposition method.

Based on the above discussion, we estimate the post-

RF peak warming component in RCP2.6 by scaling DT0

in RCP4.5 with the ratio of the GMST rise at the RF

inflection point in RCP2.6 (1.878C) to that in RCP4.5

(2.548C). In RCP2.6, the difference between DT0 and the

warming component estimated above is the post-RF

peak cooling component. Furthermore, the fast cooling

component under the negative RF (Tnf; red cross in

Fig. 2c) can be estimated by scaling Tf(tp) with the ratio

between Q0 and Q(tp). In RCP2.6, Tf(tp) is well ap-

proximated by T(tp) because the former accounts for

95% of the latter (percentage labeled in Fig. 2a). The

difference between the post-RF peak total cooling

component and the RF-scaled fast cooling component is

thus estimated as slow cooling component (Tns). Indeed,

the scaled results are highly consistent with the two-box

model results (crosses and dashed lines in Fig. 2c).

It is worth noting that when RF decreases, the fast

cooling response to the negative RF dominates the slow

cooling response (Tnf � Tns; Fig. 2c), the same as the

case during the RF increase period (Fig. 2a). Because

the increase in RF starts much earlier and is much larger

in magnitude than the decrease in RF, the post-RF peak

slow cooling component is also much smaller than the

slow warming component, reaching only 1/4 at the end

of the twenty-third century.

3. Global-mean effects of ocean slow response

Figure 3 displays the time evolution of global-mean

ocean potential temperature change (DPT) through

2300 from the eight-model ensemble-mean in RCP2.6

(left) and RCP4.5 (right). Differences in warming struc-

tures between RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 indicate the effect

of the negative RF in the postpeak RF period, while

their similarities suggest the role of the ocean slow re-

sponse with constant peak RF. When RF increases, the

upper ocean (0–100m) warms much faster than the

deep ocean (Figs. 3a,b), resulting in a sharp increase in

vertical temperature stratification. After the RF inflec-

tion point (white dashed lines), the upper ocean tem-

perature warming gradually weakens in RCP2.6

(Fig. 3a), whereas it continues after 2100 in RCP4.5

(Fig. 3b). This difference between RCP2.6 and RCP4.5

is more evident in changes following the RF inflection

point (DPT0; Figs. 3c,d), with the upper ocean cooling in

RCP2.6 but still warming in RCP4.5. The enhanced and

continual warming in the deep layer is robust in both

scenarios, especially after 2100, suggesting that the

persistent deep ocean warming in RCP2.6 is domi-

nated by the peak RF-forced ocean slow response

through 2300. Indeed, the evolution of this deep ocean

warming structures is also confirmed in 24 models

from RCP2.6 through 2100 and in 14 models from

RCP4.5 through 2300 (Fig. S1 in the online supple-

mental material.). It is worth noting that the ocean

warming penetrates deeper in RCP2.6 than RCP4.5,

as indicated by the depth of the maximum ocean

warming (around 500m in RCP4.5 vs 1000m in RCP2.6).

This difference in deep ocean warming structure be-

tween the two scenarios is indicative of both the ocean

482 JOURNAL OF CL IMATE VOLUME 33



fast and slow cooling responses to the negative RF de-

viating from the peak RF.

The enhanced deep ocean warming generally weakens

the vertical temperature gradient after the RF inflec-

tion point and hence acts as an indirect warming feed-

back on surface and upper ocean warming by reducing

downward heat transfer. This explains why upper ocean

cooling is weak when RF declines, in contrast to the

rapid warming during the RF increase period. The in-

direct deep ocean feedback also affects the global-mean

and surface climate response due to the regional dif-

ferences in its magnitude associated with ocean dy-

namics (Held et al. 2010; Chadwick et al. 2013; Long

et al. 2014, 2018).

a. Global-mean temperature response

Figure 4 shows GMST changes, with the blue and

black thick lines indicating results from different

numbers of ensembles. The variation in the number of

models used in the ensemble mean causes only small

variations in global-mean response. This give us confi-

dence in the results from the eight models that have

extended simulations through 2300. Particularly, the

global-mean surface temperature change is about 1.88C
at 2100 in RCP2.6, in line with the 28C warming target.

In both RCP2.6 and RCP4.5, GMST increases rapidly

with RF (red thick line in Fig. 4) in the first half of

the twenty-first century and is dominated by the fast

warming component (Held et al. 2010; Long et al. 2014).

After the RF inflection point, GMST ramps down slowly

in RCP2.6 (Fig. 4a), whereas it continues to increase at a

slower rate than the RF increase period in RCP4.5

(Fig. 4e). We apply the diagnostic method introduced in

section 2c to separate the post-RF peak change in

GMST into a slow warming component due to ocean

slow response with constant peak RF and a cooling

component due to negative RF (Fig. 5). The cooling

component consists of a fast cooling component due to

fast mixed layer response and a slow cooling component

due to ocean slow response under negative RF. When

RF decreases in RCP2.6, the fast cooling component

(Tnf; blue line) develops over time that reduces the fast

warming component produced during the RF increase

period, leading to a decline in total fast component and

hence its percentage contribution to the total GMST rise

(Fig. 4e). In contrast, the ocean slow response with

constant peak RF leads to a persistent increase in the

slow warming component of GMST change (Tps; red

line), from about 0.28C by 2100 to 0.68C by 2300 (Fig. 5a,

red line). As a result, the percentage contribution of Tps

FIG. 3. Time evolution of ensemble-mean and global-mean ocean potential temperature change (DPT) profile in
(a),(c) RCP2.6 and (b),(d) RCP4.5 from the ensemblemean of eight models with extension simulations (Table 1) at

all depths, based on 11-yr running means. Changes of PT (DPT) in (a) and (b) and further changes of PT (DPT0) in
(c) and (d) are relative to the preindustrial period and the period centered at the RF inflection point, respectively.

The white dashed line indicates the RF inflection point. Note that the vertical depth coordinates are logarithmic.
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to total GMST warming increases from 10% in 2100 to

above 40% in 2300 (Fig. 5b). The slow cooling response

to RF decline (Tns; green line) also develops over time,

playing a relatively small but not negligible role (less

than 10% by 2300). Moreover, the signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR), defined as the ensemble-mean divided

by the intermodel standard deviation, of the slow

warming component is above 2.5 through 2300, illus-

trating the consistency of the estimation across models.

Particularly, the results at the end of the twenty-first

century are also supported by the ensemble mean of 14

models (diamonds in Fig. 5), suggesting the robustness

of the scaled results.

The GMST trajectory is nearly flat at 1.878C during

2050–2100 in RCP2.6, mainly resulting from the offset

between the cooling component and slow warming

component. It then declines slowly to about 1.58C by

2300 as the cooling component slightly exceeds the slow

FIG. 4. Prescribed radiative forcing pathway (red thick line) and global-mean change (denoted as D, relative to the 1850–99 mean) of

(a),(e) surface air temperature (sfcT), (b),(f) ocean sfcT, (c),(g) land sfcT, and (d),(h) land–sea warming contrast (magenta line) for (top)

RCP2.6 and (bottom) RCP4.5. All results are based on 11-yr running means. Colored thin lines indicate the results of each model, while

the blue and black thick lines respectively indicate ensemble-mean results from 24models and 8models. The vertical red and black dashed

lines present the year when RF reaches the peak and 2100, respectively.

FIG. 5. (a) Post-RF peak changes of GMST (T0) change (black line) and its fast cooling component (Tnf; blue line),

slow cooling component (Tns; green line), and the peak RF-forced slow warming component (Tps; red line) based on

results from eight models in RCP2.6. (b) The percentage contribution to total change from different components.

Note that the total fast component is the sum of the fast warming component during RF increase period and the fast

cooling component during RF decrease period. The sign of the slow warming component is always positive as the

deeper ocean continually warms. Circle (diamond) markers indicate results based on 8 (14) models with RCP ex-

tension simulations available.
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warming component (Fig. 5a). These results suggest that

the deep ocean feedback (slow warming component)

with constant peak RF and the cooling component due

to negative RF jointly shapes the trajectory of GMST

change. This has important implications for selecting

possible ways to achieve the 1.58 or 28Cwarming targets.

Global-mean ocean and land surface temperature

both largely follow theGMST trajectory but differ in the

rate of change due to a much smaller heat capacity of

land (Fig. 4). The land–sea thermal contrast, defined as

the difference between global-mean temperature of

land and ocean surface, rises rapidly when RF increases

due to much faster warming over land than ocean

(Figs. 4d,h). When RF ramps down in RCP2.6, the

percentage decrease of land–sea thermal contrast is

larger than that in GMST (Fig. 4d) as land surface cools

faster than ocean surface. It helps to narrow the warm-

ing gap between land and ocean surface. In RCP4.5,

the thermal contrast still increases slowly after the RF

inflection point, suggesting that ocean slow response

also favors a faster surface warming over land than

ocean (Fig. 4h). The discrepancy in the land–sea ther-

mal contrast changes after the RF inflection point be-

tween RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 is primarily attributed to the

declining RF.

b. Ocean heat content and sea level

Under global warming, ocean absorbs 93% of Earth’s

energy imbalance (Rhein et al. 2013; Trenberth et al.

2014), resulting in robust increases in global-mean ocean

heat content (OHC) and sea level (Cheng et al. 2019).

The slow but unceasing deep ocean warming after the

RF inflection point is because the surface net heat flux

into the ocean stays above preindustrial level (Fig. 6;

purple line). It follows that global-mean OHC increases

persistently and only slows its rate of increase when

RF ramps down in RCP2.6 (Fig. 6a), consistent with

the result from the simple two-box model in Fig. 2b.

Thermosteric sea level rise due to thermal expansion

of seawater largely resembles the global-mean OHC

change trajectory. As a result of the accumulated heat in

ocean, global-mean OHC and sea level change display

much smaller natural variability with robust increase

trends across models compared with other variables.

The results of this section show that the ocean slow

response with constant peak RF has profound effects on

global-mean responses. As the magnitude and vertical

structures of the deep ocean warming both vary across

basins, they further cause regional variations in surface

warming and ocean–atmosphere coupling processes,

FIG. 6. Global-mean (a),(b) ocean heat content (OHC) change and (c),(d) thermosteric height change along with

change in global-mean (608S–608N) surface heat flux (eight-model ensemble-meanDQnet) into ocean (purple thick

line corresponding to the vertical right axis) in (top) RCP2.6 and (bottom) RCP4.5. The blue and black thick lines

indicate ensemble-mean results from 24 and 8 models, respectively.
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shaping spatial patterns of climate response (Shi et al.

2018; Chen et al. 2019).

4. Spatial pattern change

a. Surface temperature pattern

Figure 7 shows multimodel ensemble-mean surface

skin temperature change (DTS, SST over ocean) in

RCP2.6 during four periods, along with the patterns of

warming and cooling components obtained by our di-

agnostic method. During 2040–60, the surface warming

(referenced to 1850–99) pattern closely resembles that

in the higher emission scenarios, such as the hemispheric

difference, land–sea contrast, equatorial zonal struc-

tures, and the reduced warming over the Southern

Ocean and North Atlantic (Xie et al. 2010; IPCC 2013).

Figures 7b–d display patterns of surface temperature

change relative to 2040–60 (denoted as DTS0) to illustrate

the pattern changes after the RF inflection point. Because

RF remains constant at its peak value inRCP4.5, its changes

after the RF inflection point are fully due to ocean slow

response (Long et al. 2014; slow warming pattern). By ap-

plying our diagnosticmethod and considering the difference

in the RF inflection point, we can obtain the warming and

cooling patterns for DTS0 in RCP2.6. The cooling pattern

consists of a fast cooling response pattern and a slow cooling

response pattern to the negative RF. Despite limitations in

the diagnostic method, it gives us qualitative, and to some

extent quantitative, information about underlying processes

for surface pattern evolution.

During 2080–2100, global-mean surface temperature

change (DGMST0) is rather small (20.0158C) (Fig. 7b), as
the slow warming opposes the RF decline-induced cooling

(Fig. 5a; Figs. 7e,h).Natural variabilitymay cause substantial

uncertainty in the post-RF peak changes before 2100. The

effect of the deep ocean feedback on surface warming

(slow warming component) is first visible over the mid-

to high-latitude oceans (Fig. 7h). In the early stage after

the RF inflection point (2080–2100), the DTS0 pattern
between 608S and 608N is mainly dominated by the

cooling pattern, with the spatial correlation exceeding

0.85 for both ocean and land (numbers labeled at top left

in Fig. 7e, with blue for ocean and red for land).

During the twenty-second and twenty-third centuries,

the total warming further weakens (Figs. 7c,d) as the

negative RF effect (Figs. 7f,g) outweighs the slowwarming

FIG. 7. Multimodel ensemble-mean results in RCP2.6 for (a) surface temperature change (DTS) during the RF increase period in 2040–

60 referenced to 1850–99. (b)–(d) Post-RF peak change (relative to 2040–60) in surface temperature (DTS0) and (e)–(g) its cooling

component (Tnf 1 Tns) pattern and (h)–(j) its warming component (Tps) pattern decomposed based on our diagnostic method. The

global-mean surface air temperature change (DGMST) at each period is shown at top right of (a)–(d); the prime indicates change ref-

erenced to 2040–60. Note that the upper color bar is only for Fig. 7a. The color numbers labeled at the top of (e)–(j) are spatial correlation

coefficients between the subcomponent’s pattern and DTS’ pattern within 608S–608N for ocean (blue) and land (red) surface.
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effect (Figs. 7h,l). However, there is still noticeable

warming over the Southern Ocean, southern subtropics,

and North Atlantic by 2300 despite considerable re-

duction in RF (about 21.4Wm22). The DTS0 pattern is

consistent with the results from a CO2 removal experi-

ment from a single model (Chadwick et al. 2013).

Globally, the slow warming pattern with constant peak

RF increases over time and leads to continuous warming

over all regions, especially in the mid- to high latitudes

where the large ocean dynamical effects (Fig. S2) allow a

strong deep ocean feedback (Held et al. 2010; Xie et al.

2010; Long et al. 2014). As expected, the cooling pattern

also increases over time and nearly offsets the surface

warming during 2040–60. The spatial correlation be-

tween the fast cooling component during 2280–2300 and

the surface warming during 2040–60 is 20.94, further

confirming their similarity. It implies that the climate

response under the RF change scenario, like GHG in-

crease or anthropogenic aerosol emissions, is first

dominated by the fast ocean mixed layer adjustment, so

it is to first order similar in spatial structure with a

sign difference (Xie et al. 2013, 2015). Therefore, un-

derstanding climate change during the RF increase pe-

riod can help to improve the projection on the surface

cooling response to RF decrease. However, the climate

response under low warming scenarios includes an ad-

ditional ocean slow response with constant RF (i.e., the

DTS0 pattern in RCP4.5). Globally, the slow warming

pattern overwhelms the cooling pattern in shaping the

DTS0 pattern within 608S–608N through 2300, especially

in the mid- to high-latitude oceans. In contrast, the

spatial structures of surface temperature change over

land and polar regions are mainly dominated by the

cooling component, consistent with the global-mean

land–sea warming contrast change.

The results of decomposition highlight that ocean

slow response can persistently influence long-term sur-

face temperature change, which is important for atmo-

spheric circulation and precipitation responses (Xie

et al. 2015; Long et al. 2016) and climate variability

(Zheng et al. 2019). Furthermore, the results also imply

that once the accumulated anthropogenic carbon emis-

sion reaches a high level, substantial mitigation effort to

achieve negative carbon emissions is demanded to offset

the surface warming from ocean slow response and keep

GMST rise at a low level.

b. Ocean heat content pattern

The OHC change is a robust indicator of the global

warming (Levitus et al. 2012; Cheng et al. 2019; Liu et al.

2016). Its pattern is a result of the balance between local

heat uptake and ocean heat redistribution. Figure 8

shows the evolution of area-integrated-mean OHC

change of global ocean and in five major basins. OHC

increase is noticeable in all basins after the Industrial

Revolution, with reduced rate when RF decreases or

stabilizes (Figs. 8a,d). However, the area-weighted

mean OHC increase is much larger in the Southern

FIG. 8. Time series of (a),(d) area-weighted-mean ocean heat content change (DOHC; relative to 1850–99), (b),(e) area-weighted-

integrated OHC change (ocean heat storage change, DOHS) of global ocean and different basins, and (c),(f) percentage contributions

from each basin for (a)–(c) RCP2.6, and (d)–(f) RCP4.5. All results are based on 11-yr running means.
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Ocean and Atlantic Ocean than other basins, which is

primarily because ocean heat uptake is the most active

over these two regions (Fig. 9). Moreover, the Southern

Ocean plays a dominant role in global OHS before 2000

(Figs. 8b,c). The percentage contribution of the South-

ern Ocean to global OHS increase reaches about 50%

before 2000 but declines to around 40% by 2050 and

35% by 2100 (Fig. 8c), suggesting a compensate contri-

bution from other basins. This is mainly explained by an

increased contribution from the Atlantic, especially

before 2050. Shi et al. (2018) show that, historically,

anthropogenic aerosols’ cooling effect is the most pro-

nounced in reducing the North Atlantic Ocean surface

heat uptake and hence Atlantic OHC increase. After

2000, as the atmospheric aerosols concentration gradu-

ally decreases, its cooling effect also reduces (Shi et al.

2018). This would accelerate the Atlantic OHC increase

in addition to the effect from the increase in GHGs

concentration, making the OHC increases much faster

in theAtlantic than all other basins (Fig. 8a). Indeed, the

Atlantic OHS is comparable to that of the Pacific Ocean

despite a much smaller area.

After 2100, percentage contributions from all basins

stay nearly constant (right panels), with slightly in-

creased contribution in the Pacific Ocean and decreased

contribution from the Atlantic Ocean. The increased

contribution from the Pacific is possibly a result of

anomalous heat import from other basins through the

global conveyor belt as suggested by Garuba and

Klinger (2016). Results from RCP4.5 are similar but

with higher rate of OHC increase (Fig. 8d) after the RF

inflection point compared to those in RCP2.6 (Fig. 8a),

indicating that most of the OHC increase and its spatial

distribution in RCP2.6 are still dominated by ocean slow

response with constant peak RF despite a substantial

decline in RF after 2045.

Spatially, OHC increase is themost prominent around

458S over the Southern Ocean and North Atlantic

Ocean in both RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 (Figs. 9a,e). More-

over, there is also enhanced OHC increase in the North

Pacific Ocean, especially north of 408N, accompanied

by a locally enhanced surface warming (Fig. 7a). This

surface warming cannot be attributed to ocean dynam-

ical effects (Figs. S2a,e) but is associated with a decrease

in wind speed due to weakened Aleutian low pattern

(Figs. 9i,m) (Xie et al. 2010; Long et al. 2014). Previous

studies suggest that the larger OHC increase in the

subpolar than in the subtropical Pacific is associated

with gyre circulation change (Winton et al. 2013; Garuba

and Klinger 2018).

Despite RF decrease, further increase in OHU ref-

erenced to 2040–60 is still prominent through 2300 in the

North Atlantic and Southern Ocean (Fig. 9b). Corre-

spondingly, themagnitude of their surface heat uptake is

also larger (Fig. 10) than the global-mean value (Fig. 6),

along with a striking air–sea warming contrast over both

FIG. 9. Global ocean heat content change at four periods for (a)–(d) RCP2.6 and (e)–(h) RCP4.5, and time-integrated surface heat flux

(color shading) and surface wind stress change (vectors) for (i)–(l) RCP2.6 and (m)–(p) RCP4.5. Note that results in the second to fourth

rows are referenced to 2040–60 and 2060–80 in RCP2.6 and RCP4.5, respectively.
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regions (Fig. S3). Here the air–sea warming contrast,

D(TAS2TS), is defined as total change in ocean surface

air temperatureminus SST referenced to 1850–99. Indeed,

this contrast remains positive over these two regions

through 2300 (Fig. 10), suggesting that the atmosphere

continues to warm the ocean (Fig. S3). This sustains the

long-lasting OHU and hence persistent OHC increase.

In contrast, the North Pacific OHC increase lags be-

hind other oceans, especially over latitudes between

308–608N, and is associated with a strengthened Aleu-

tian low pattern (Figs. 9j–l). The reduced rate of OHC

increase over the North Pacific is also visible in RCP4.5

(Figs. 9g,h) but with a weakened magnitude and is dis-

placed southward, together with the shift in the wind

stress change pattern. In RCP2.6, OHC increase is lo-

cally reduced along the Gulf Stream during 2180–2200

and 2280–2300 (Figs. 9c,d), which is absent in RCP4.5

(Figs. 9g,h) and mainly attributed to the gradually re-

covered AMOC in response to RF decrease. The re-

covered AMOC in RCP2.6 would intensify northward

heat transport and reduce heat uptake, mainly above

500m (Figs. S4b,c), along the Gulf Stream. Besides, the

heat absorbed over the subpolar North Atlantic gradu-

ally spreads out to the whole basin. In the Southern

Ocean, regions of prominent OHC increase move

poleward in both RCP2.6 and RCP4.5, while the maxi-

mum OHU still stays around 608S.
Indeed, global OHC increase after the RF inflection

pointmainly follows the deep oceanwarming at depth of

500–3000m (Fig. 3; see also Fig. S4). The regional OHC

change pattern is determined by surface heat uptake and

heat redistribution by ocean circulation (Gregory 2000;

Xie and Vallis 2012; Winton et al. 2013; Garuba and

Klinger 2016, 2018; Liu et al. 2016, 2018).

5. Processes for deep ocean warming

a. Ocean warming during RF increase period

This section examines the zonal-mean ocean responses

in three major basins: the Southern Ocean, Atlantic

Ocean, and Indo-Pacific Ocean (Fig. 11). During 2040–

60 (the first row in Fig. 11), the upper ocean warming

in the Southern Ocean is mainly trapped within the

Deacon cell above 1500m and is primarily associated

FIG. 10. Time series of area-weighted-mean surface heat flux change (DQnet) along with (a),(b) area-weighted-

mean ocean heat uptake change (time integration of DQnet, DOHU) and (c),(d) air–sea warming contrast

(DTAS minus DTS) in the (left) North Atlantic (NA; 408–608N, 608W–08) and (right) Southern Ocean

(SO; 658–458S, 08–3608) based on eight models, with the solid lines for RCP2.6 and dashed lines for RCP4.5.
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with the climatological Eulerian-meanMOC (Liu et al.

2018). Specifically, heat absorbed by the upwelled cold

water around 608S (contours in Fig. 11a) is transported

northward by climatological Ekman flow, causing a

prominent heat storage around 458S (Fig. 9a) (Marshall

et al. 2015; Garuba and Klinger 2016; Morrison et al.

2016; Liu et al. 2018). Therefore, the location of max-

imum OHC increase is also accompanied with locally

enhanced surface warming around 458S, in contrast

to that in the subpolar North Atlantic where surface

warming is largely reduced (Fig. 7a; see also Figs.

S2a,e). Under increased RF, ocean warming is mainly

confined to the upper 500m in the Indo-Pacific Ocean

and south of 308N in the Atlantic Ocean. The enhanced

warming signal (.0.28C) extends to 2000m in the

subpolar Atlantic, much deeper than that in the Indo-

Pacific Ocean.

The Atlantic Ocean displays the most prominent

ocean warming with the deepest penetration due to the

AMOC. Both climatology and the weakening of the

AMOC are important in Atlantic Ocean warming (Xie

and Vallis 2012; Winton et al. 2013; Marshall and Zanna

2014; Garuba and Klinger 2016). Here the AMOC is

shown in contours and the AMOC index labeled at the

bottom right of the Atlantic panels in Fig. 11. The cli-

matological AMOC transports anomalous upper-ocean

heat northward, causing heat to pile up north of 308N,

with the warming signal penetrating into great depths

[see Fig. 5 in Marshall et al. (2015) and Fig. 2 in Garuba

and Klinger (2016)]. By contrast, the AMOC weakens

and shoals in response to RF increase (Fig. 11b, con-

tours), reducing SSTwarming north of 308N in theNorth

Atlantic Ocean (Russell and Rind 1999; Kim and An

2013; Rugenstein et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2017; Sévellec
et al. 2017; Liu and Fedorov 2019) (Fig. 7a) and en-

hancing ocean heat uptake from the atmosphere

(Figs. 9i,m). As a result, the warming magnitude of the

NorthAtlantic Ocean between 500 and 3000m increases

(Fig. 11b) (Garuba and Klinger 2016). Moreover, the

large upper-ocean warming north of 408N in the North

FIG. 11. Ocean temperature change (DPT; color shaded) and climatologyMOC (contours, with black lines for the referenced period) from

different basins during four periods in RCP2.6. The postpeak changes (DPT0) in the last three periods are relative to 2040–60 mean.
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PacificOcean also penetrates into a relatively deep layer

of around 1000m, which is associated with both circu-

lation change and the vertical mixing and diffusion due

to weak and shallow stratification there (Fig. S5).

b. Ocean warming during RF decrease period

When RF decreases, ocean further warms below

200m but cools above in all basins (referenced to 2040–

60, second to fourth rows in Fig. 10), consistent with

the global-mean results (Figs. 3c,d). The deep ocean

warming generally intensifies over time and extends

downward. As discussed in the previous sections, further

changes after the RF peak in RCP2.6 can be viewed as a

combination of slow warming response with constant

peak RF and cooling response to negative RF. Figure 12

shows the post-RF peak changes in potential tempera-

ture (DPT0) during 2280–2300 in RCP2.6 and the scaled

DPT0 from RCP4.5 (slow warming response). The two

sets of results resemble each other in the overall ocean

warming structure below 500m, indicating the impor-

tance of the ocean slow response with constant peak RF

through 2300. The difference between them is mainly

due to negative RF effect (cooling response). It clear

that the upper ocean would substantially cool at all lat-

itudes above 2500m due to RF decrease, especially in

the upper 500m. As a result, in the total warming profile

referenced to preindustrial (Fig. S6), the warming

magnitude of layer above 2500m is more evenly dis-

tributed during 2280–2300 than that during 2040–60.

To be specific, in the Southern Ocean, there is

prominent warming south of 508S extending from 500m

to the bottom and spreading equatorward (Fig. 12d).

It is dominated by the ocean slow response with con-

stant peak RF like RCP4.5 (Fig. 12d). Although this

upper-to-bottom warming structure is evident in nearly

all 14 models with RCP4.5 extension simulation, it also

displays substantial differences in the magnitude and

detailed pattern across models (Fig. S7). This may occur

because the Southern Ocean deep-layer temperature

change involves complex processes associated with

effects from surface heat flux, wind stress, freshwater flux,

and so on (Bitz et al. 2006; Gregory et al. 2016; Liu et al.

2018). Further studies to quantify individual contribu-

tions from different factors and well explain underlying

mechanisms are needed. This upper-to-bottom ocean

warming structure explains why the location of the

maximum OHC increase in the Southern Ocean moves

southward from around 458 to 608S in both RCP2.6 and

RCP4.5 (Figs. 9a–h). In comparison, the deep ocean

warming above 3000m north of 508S is dominated by the

intensified ocean warming within the Deacon cell,

mainly a result of the persistent OHU that peaks around

608S (Figs. 9i–p). Eddies in the Southern Ocean gener-

ally induce MOC change opposite to the Eulerian-mean

change (Fig. S8), consistent with Liu et al. (2018). As a

result, albeit relatively small in magnitude, eddies would

weaken the OHC change (Fig. S9). The eddy effect is

important on the northward heat transport north of

458S, however, and further studies are needed.

In the Atlantic, the enhanced subsurface warming is

mainly trapped within the AMOC (Figs. 11e–k), dif-

ferent from the case in the Indo-Pacific Ocean where the

warming deepens even without a deep MOC (Figs. 11f–l).

This implies substantial interbasin differences in the

dynamics of the deep ocean warming. In the ocean slow

response with constant peak RF, AMOC change is weak

(0.27 Sv) and so the air–sea contrast in surface warming

(Fig. 13b) and hence OHU remains strong over the

FIG. 12. Zonal-mean profiles in three basins for ocean potential temperature (a)–(c) post-RF peak changes during 2280–2300 (DPT0,
referenced to 2040–60) in RCP2.6 and (d)–(f) the scaled slow warming component from RCP4.5.
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North Atlantic (Fig. 10a), resulting in pronounced deep

ocean warming over the Atlantic Ocean. In contrast,

AMOC recovers and gradually strengthens when RF de-

clines (Fig. 13a), along with a decrease in the air–sea

warming contrast, leading to substantial cooling above

2000m and small warming below in the fast component

(Fig. 12). As a result, the Atlantic deep ocean warming is

considerably reduced in magnitude but penetrates deeper

in RCP2.6. Sea surface warming remains smaller than

surface air over the North Atlantic (Fig. 13), allowing a

persistent ocean heat uptake. The trajectory of sea–air

surface temperature difference largely follows the AMOC

change in both RCP2.6 and RCP4.5, suggesting the dom-

inant role ofAMOCchange inNorthAtlantic heat uptake.

The slowdown of the AMOC to RF increase is robust

across models and scenarios (Fig. 13). After the RF

peak, the AMOC recovery is evident after 2100 and also

consistent among models (Fig. 13a). This AMOC re-

covery is mainly due to the feedbacks related to surface

heat flux and surface salinity change (Shi et al. 2018;

Wen et al. 2018; Haskins et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2019).

Particularly, differences in the AMOC change across

models are tightly associated with the climatological

AMOC, consistent with previous studies (Gregory et al.

2005; Weaver et al. 2007). The AMOC weakens more in

response to RF increase in models with a stronger cli-

matological AMOC (Figs. 13c,d). This may be explained

by an energetic argument that models with a stronger

present-day AMOC tend to have a larger reduction in

the generation of kinetic energy in a warming climate and

hence more suppression in deep convection activity

(Gregory and Tailleux 2011). Besides, models with a

weaker climatology AMOC are of a more intensified

stratification over deep-water formation region, which

would restrain changes in deep convection and AMOC

(Sgubin et al. 2017). Likewise, intermodel differences in

the AMOC recovery are also positively correlated with

the intermodel spread in the intensity of mean AMOC

(Figs. 13e,f), which has not receivedmuch attention and is

worth future study. These results highlight the influence

of the climatological AMOC in future AMOC change

and hence long-term ocean evolution. It also implies that

an improved simulation in present-day AMOC would

help reduce uncertainty in projecting future AMOC

change and associated climate effects (Chen et al. 2019).

6. Summary and discussion

We have investigated the role of ocean slow response

under low warming targets using RCP2.6 and RCP4.5

FIG. 13. (a),(b) Time series of the AMOC index along with difference in surface temperature between sea and air [red thick line,

D(TS 2 TAS)], in RCP2.6 and RCP4.5, respectively, and scatterplots of climatology AMOC vs (c),(d) AMOC change (DAMOC)

during RF increases period referenced to 1850–99 and (e),(f) AMOC change during 2280–2300 (denoted as DAMOC0) respectively
referenced to 2040–60 and 2060–80 in RCP2.6 and RCP4.5. The correlation coefficient between the climatology AMOC and AMOC

change is labeled at the top of (c)–(f), with the number in the parentheses indicating the coefficient for 8 models and 14 models with

extension simulations in RCP2.6 and RCP4.5, respectively.
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simulations in the CMIP5 ensemble. The deep ocean

warmsmuchmore slowly than the upper ocean whenRF

increases but then warms faster than the upper ocean

when the RF increase ceases (Fig. 1). The continuing

deep ocean warming after the RF inflection point is a

robust feature of ocean slow response and has clear

feedback on surface climate change.A diagnosticmethod

is applied to separate the effect of the continuous deep

ocean warming under low warming scenarios with RF

decrease. Based on the results from RCP4.5, we de-

compose the RF evolution into constant peak RF (RFp)

and negative RF relative to the peak RF (RFn; Fig. 1).

After the RF peak, Tp is due to the slow warming Tps,

while the RFn scenario produces both fast and slow

cooling components (Tnf and Tns). The ratios between

these components jointly shape the evolution of GMST

inRCP2.6 (Figs. 4 and 5). In particular, the slow warming

component from the RFp scenario causes 0.28C GMST

rise by 2100, which is a sizeable magnitude compared to

the 1.58–28C warming target given that current level of

GMST rise has exceeded 18C (Arndt et al. 2017; Xie

and Kosaka 2017). Furthermore, surface temperature

change referenced to the RF peak displays nearly flat

cooling structure in the tropics but enhanced warming in

the Southern Ocean, southern subtropics, and North

Atlantic Ocean despite decreased GMST (Figs. 7c,d),

due to the great offset between the decomposed warm-

ing pattern and cooling pattern (Figs. 7e–l). The slow

deep ocean warming also directly fuels the persistent

global-mean sea level rise due to thermal expansion of

seawater (Fig. 5).

We show that in the low warming target where an RF

increase is followed by a decrease, the percentage con-

tribution to GMST rise from the ocean slow response

increases with time. Specifically, the percentage contri-

bution of the slow warming component to total GMST

rise (referenced to preindustrial level) increases from

around 10% during 2080–2100 to around 40% during

2280–2300 (Fig. 5; red line), compensating the effect of

decreasing RF (Fig. 5; blue and green lines). The surface

cooling pattern during decreasing RF period resembles

the surface warming pattern during increasing RF pe-

riod with the opposite sign (Figs. 7a,e–g). Given that

previous climate change studies mostly focused on re-

sults from high emission scenarios where RF increases in

time, in-depth investigations that quantify contributions

from slow ocean processes to the surface pattern are

required under a low warming scenario.

GMST is a convenient index tracking the anthropo-

genic climate change but its effectiveness suffers from

the interference by internal variability as in the early

2000s global warming hiatus (Xie and Kosaka 2017).

Global OHC has been increasing steadily (Fig. 5) and is

suggested to be a more robust metric that tracks climate

change. In RCP2.6, trends in RF and the radiatively

forced GMST change turn negative in the mid-twenty-

first century but OHC continues to increase and thus fails

as an index tracking surface climate change. After the RF

peak, the OHC change pattern mainly follows the dis-

tribution of the deep ocean warming, a result of the ac-

cumulated surface heat uptake and heat redistribution

due to ocean heat transport.

The fast upper-ocean adjustment and slow deep ocean

evolution are robust across climate models and regions

(Fig. 11), but the deep ocean warming diverges in

magnitude and penetration depth across basins. It is

most pronounced and penetrates to great depths in the

Atlantic Ocean but is relatively weak and shallow in the

Indo-Pacific Ocean, a result of the interbasin differences

in ocean dynamics, especially MOC. In the Southern

Ocean, the subsurface warming can reach the bottom

layer south of 508S. The strong surface heat absorption

around 608S is transported northward by climatology

Ekman flow, then pumped downward around 458S and

redistributed within the Deacon cell, leading to pro-

nounced ocean warming north of 508S. The effect of

the AMOC on the Atlantic deep ocean warming in-

volves processes associated with both AMOC weak-

ening and mean AMOC. The weakened AMOC leads

to significant heat uptake north of 308N in the Atlantic

due to a larger cooling in SST than surface air (Figs. 9

and 10). This heating further increases the subsurface

ocean warming magnitude and increases (reduces) the

penetration depth of warming south (north) of 308N
(Xie and Vallis 2012; Garuba and Klinger 2016). In

RCP2.6, the air–sea contrast in surface temperature

change over the North Atlantic weakens in response

to RF decrease but remains positive through 2300.

This is mainly because the AMOC stays in the weak-

ened state despite its gradual recovery, allowing re-

duced but persistent OHU over the North Atlantic

Ocean. The mean AMOC, on the other hand, trans-

ports the anthropogenic heat into the deep layer and

throughout the Atlantic Ocean and to other basins

(Garuba and Klinger 2016). The intermodel differ-

ences in AMOC weakening is tightly associated with

the intensity of mean AMOC, with models of stronger

mean AMOC showing a larger AMOC response to RF

change. The deep ocean slow warming can further

trigger coupled ocean–atmosphere adjustments by

indirect feedback on surface climate change and fur-

ther cause regional climate change (Xie et al. 2010;

Luo et al. 2017). Therefore, it is important to improve

climate models in reproducing the mean circulation to

capture ocean slow response and achieve reliable

surface climate projections.
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